
Forum Rōmānum  

Look at lines 1-4 (Faustus ... senātor.) 

1. (i) Who is with Faustus?         (1) 

 An enslaved person/a slave/Lucrio 

 (ii) Which place do they enter?        (1) 

 The Roman (0) forum (1) 

(iii) How is this place described? Choose the correct option.    (1) 

 a) busy   b) crowded  c) noisy       d) sunny 

2. (i) Which two people does Lucrio see?       (2) 

 A senator (1) and his slave (1) 

(ii) Where exactly does he see these people?      (1) 

  In front of (1) the Senate House (0) 

Look at lines 5-8 (ecce! ... ambulat.) 

3. Why is Faustus likely to be worried when he hears what Lucrio says?   (2) 

 Faustus owes money (1) to the senator (1)  

4. Why do you think the two men hurry to the hall? Choose the most likely reason. (1) 

 a) to avoid the senator 

b) to buy new togas 

c) to have a drink 

d) to meet a friend   

5. senātor cum magnō servō ad basilicam ambulat. (line 8) Translate this sentence 
into English.           (5) 

 The senator (1) walks (1) to the hall (1) with a large (1) slave (1) 

Look at lines 9-12 (salvē ... fūr.) 

6. What does the senator want to know from Faustus?     (4) 

 Does he/Faustus/you (1) have (1) his/the senator’s/my (1) money (1)  

7. In line 10, what else do you think Faustus may have wanted to say before 
he was interrupted?  (1) 

That he will pay the money back as soon as he can/he’s had bills to pay 
 (or similar). 

Accept any sensible answer based on the story. 
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8. quid tū dīcis? (line 11) How would you describe the senator’s attitude as he 
says these words?  Choose one word and explain your choice.    (2) 

 a) angry     b) friendly     c) generous     d) threatening     e) understanding 

 Accept any sensible explanation (1) 

9. According to Lucrio, what description does not apply to Faustus?   (1) 

 A thief 

Look at lines 13-17 (senātor ... est.)  

10. (i) What happens when the senator gives a signal?     (2) 
 The slave beats/hits (1) Lucrio (1) 

 (ii) What does Lucrio do?         (1) 

 He falls 

11. What do Faustus and the senator agree about?      (3) 

 Faustus does not (1) have (1) money (1) 

Faustus has (1) no (1) money (1) 

12. Which of these statements are true? Choose two.     (2) 

 a) Faustus owns an enslaved girl. 

 b) Faustus has a son. 

 c) The senator is looking for a female slave. 

 d) The senator may take Faustus’ slave.  

 e) The city is dangerous, according to the senator. 

 f) The senator needs to be careful. 

           Total:  30 marks
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